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FleetMind’s FleetLink Route System is a web-based route management solution that adds
an unprecedented new level of support and insight to dispatch operations for industrial,
residential and commercial waste collection services, and for residential cart delivery and
maintenance.
Together with FleetLink Mobile real-time fleet tracking and turn-by-turn driver directions,
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FleetLink Route System takes the guesswork out of managing routes to make sure that
vehicles actually implement designated routes to minimize the distance, amount of fuel used and amount of time required
to complete assignments. The result is total visibility into route progress, greater driver accountability, better customer
service and vastly improved fuel efficiencies.
FleetLink Route System can be deployed as a stand-alone dispatch solution or integrated with existing back-office systems
to manage routing activities. Additionally, all required data in comma-separated-value (CSV) files can be easily imported into
management databases for speedy integration and use.

Features:

Benefits:

FleetLink Route System lets you conduct the following
activities with vastly improved accuracy and efficiency:
· Maintain cart inventories
· Manage cart assignments and status
· Manage roll-off dispatch for industrial services
· Monitor all trucks and drivers required to provide the
services
· Create and maintain routes that will be used to deliver
services
· Import route data from a CSV file
· Generate routes based on GeoZone screens
· Create add-ons, extras, and on-demand tasks
· Assign optimized routes to trucks and drivers
· Initiate the wireless delivery of electronic route sheets to
the FleetLink Mobile system
· Support normal dispatch operations such as re-assigning
service stops to different trucks
· Export data to support reporting and analysis

FleetLink Route System delivers the following key benefits:
· Reduced fuel consumption
· Increased productivity and profitability
· Improved service delivery
· Improved vehicle utilization
· Decreased travel time
· Happier customers
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Imported CSV data:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Route stops
Carts/containers
Combined data
Customer data
Reference data
GeoZones

Company Operations
back-office systems

Route assignments

FleetLink Mobile
WasteApp

FleetMind Solutions is the award-winning technology leader for fleet management solutions.
FleetMind’s technology is derived from over 10 years and millions of dollars invested in developing
the industry’s best and most advanced fleet solutions specifically designed for waste and recycling
environments. FleetMind solutions have been successfully installed in thousands of vehicles across
North America. Our products have allowed the industry’s largest waste and recycling fleets to link their
drivers and vehicles to business operations in real-time to ensure improved productivity, safety,
sustainability, profitability and customer service.
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